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ABSTRACT:

Our project aims to improve the normal surgical suction machine by solving the common
problems it faces during operation such as clotting and bodily tissues which are stuck in the
machines part, and since during an operation a second of time could be the difference
between life and death so we chose this project with a will to help save lives.

Our main idea was to install a valve-less ‘peristaltic’ pump where the blood and fluids will
not face any obstacles during its movement and a heparin pump which will make it
impossible for the blood to clot anywhere inside the device.

Our goal is to provide an affordable well-functioning medical suction device and we hope
this device reach to the whole world specially to the ones whom doesn’t get good health
services because in our point of view our project will give the doctor a trust worthy medical
device .

KEYWORDS:Surgical,Suction, Operation, Heparin, Pump, Peristaltic, Clotting
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction
1.1 Introduction:

During a surgery the surgeon cuts through tissues to reach the required place to operate and
a lot of fluids are there inside the body such as blood or lymph, so the suction machine is
used to remove those fluids from the operation area thus providing a clear view for the
surgeon, the regular suction units use a piston pump to provide the suction power which we
saw as a problem and from the knowledge we acquired from our studies decided to use the
valve-less pump instead of the regular piston pump this type of pumps provide a stable and
continuous flow of the liquids and has no valves in the liquid’s path thus no stopping
problems . (Hammoudeh, 2013) .

1.2 Interview

In the summer practice, while we were in the hospital we talk with one surgeon, DR.Adham
Hammoudeh and he explain to us the importance of the device and that’s it’s a device
which no any open surgery can be done without it, and actually from him we took the idea
of our project.
While he was talking he explained to us the advantages of this device, which is taking the
blood and the liquids from the part that we want to make a surgery in , that make the
surgery easier.
Then as he said that the tanks of the machine is big enough to big amounts of blood.
And also that its parts are easily available everywhere
and the last thing is that it have a simple working principle and also it can work on AC or
DC current.
At the same time Dr hammoudeh explained to us the disadvantage of the device as well,
which is the clotting of the blood, and tissues from the body inside the device parts
We remembered the pump we studied in the hemodialysis machine, which has no valves
and provide continuous flow and constant pressure
So our idea was to put this kind of pump to the suction device along with a heparin pump to
insure no clotting inside the device. (Hammoudeh, 2013).
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1.3 Market Research:

Many companies produce the surgical suction device with various price range depending on
the place of production and the capacity of the bottles
For example :
1- The Rocker Company:

• Place of origin: Taiwan
• Capacity: 1200 ml
• Price: 550 us dollar

2- Poweam:
• Place of origin: china
• Capacity: 2 x 2L
• Price: 500 us dollar

3- 9E- B:
• Place of origin: china
• Capacity: 1L
• Price: 100 us dollar

4- Vacuum Suction Machine:
• Place of origin: china
• Capacity: 500ml *2
• Price: 100-200 us dollar

1.4 Literature Review :

In medicine, devices are sometimes necessary to create suction. Suction may be used to
clear the airway of blood, saliva, vomit, or othersecretions so that a patient may breathe.
Suctioning can prevent pulmonary aspiration, which can lead to lung infections.
In pulmonary hygiene, suction is used to remove fluids from the airways.
surgery suction can be used to remove blood from the area being operated on to allow
surgeons to view and work on the area. Suction may also be used to remove blood that has
built up within the skull after an intracranial hemorrhage.

A suction unit is a device for removing liquids or gases by suction it from the patient.
Professionals use it to remove mucus, serum or blood from a body cavity. Suction machine
is used also for Home Care. Suctioning could remove fluids or mucus from airways. The
potential of this machine could be in need also when you have a moist cough, and you’re
unable to effectively clear secretions from the throat, or are having difficulty breathing.

1.6 Current Devices :

There are many medical aspirators on the market today with a wide variety of functions. In
the $500-600 price range, Gomcoprovides a line of portable aspirators (Models G180, 405
& 300) that use diaphragm compressors to create vacuum ranges from 0-600 mmHg and
flow rates of 30 liters per minute (lpm). Dimensioned at 12x9x12 in., these devices weigh
around 14.5 lbs. Specialized stationary aspirators are available for uterine, thoracic
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drainage, endocervical and dental operations. Most are powered via 120V AC current and
range in weight from 50-70 lbs. Thoracic and thermotic drainage pumps operate under low
pressure and low flow conditions (0-50 cm H20, 2-3 lpm) to regulate drainage levels in
post-operative care. Endocervical aspiration alternativelyrequires high pressure ranges (600
mmHg) and high flow rates (20-30 lpm) for brief intermittent use. (Allied Healthcare Products, Inc
2005) All of these designs, however, are inaccessible to a developing world hospital for several
reasons. The most obvious limitation of these devices is their price; even the cheapest models
exceed EWH’s projected 100 dollar budget. In addition, the specialization of current devices
provides another budgeting concern. Most aspirators on the market are designed for a very
specific function. A hospital that can only afford a single aspirator would need the broadest range
of applications possible. Finally, these devices cannot be repaired with locally available parts and
expertise. Advanced circuitry and specially manufactured parts render these devices irreparable in
developing world hospitals. (gemco allied ,2006).
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CHAPTER 2 :
MATERIAL AND METHOD

2.1     Difference Between Piston Pump And A Valve-Less Pump
The piston pump has valves, which are used to allow the flow from only one side of the
pump and close the other while the piston is the piece, which its movement provides the
force. see Figure 1 .
While the valve-less pump or peristaltic pump is a type of positive displacement pump used
for pumping a variety of fluids. The fluid is contained within a flexible tube fitted inside a
circular pump casing (though linear peristaltic pumps have been made). A rotor with a
number of "rollers", "shoes", "wipers", or "lobes" attached to the external circumference of
the rotor compresses the flexible tube. As the rotor turns, the part of the tube under
compression is pinched closed (or "occludes") thus forcing the fluid to be pumped to move
through the tube. Figure 2

Figure 1 : Piston Pump (Piston Pump, n.d.)
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Figure 2 : Peristaltic Pump (Pristaltic pump, n.d).
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2.2     Materials used:

we will craft the body of the machine while taking under consideration the size and power
of the motor then we will connect the tubing and the parts which will press the tubes
creating the pressure then we will add the motor and connect it to the circuit finally we
connect the pump to the tanks .

our project has simple components we must have :
1- Silicone tubes
2- Connecting wires
3- Pristaltic pump
4- Body of the pump
5- Liquid tanks

2.2.1The pumps which we used:

we used two peristtaltic pumps with different number of rounds per second
1. 15000RPM peristaltic pump which provides the user with the power he needs it works
on
12V DC which means it doesnt require alot of power to operate .

2. 5000 RPM peristaltic pump which will provide the pump with hiparin to ensure no
clotting happens inside the pump .
see Figure 3

Figure 3:The actual pumps used in our project (robotistan.com, n.d.).
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Figure 4: Dimensional illustration of the 15000 RPM pump (robotistan.com n.d).
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Chapter 3 :
Results And Discussion

The machine is a small and compact machine it doesn’t take a lot of space in the surgery
room, the main problem is the voice it makes during operation and the limited speed
because of the tube capacity.
This project has a simple design its either squared or circular but the pump it self must be
circular.
We were thinking of adding a sound absorbing foam around the motor but it will affect the
motor’s movement so we will not use it.
The idea of using this was taken from the hemodialysis machine, which we studied and did
presentation on in previous years.
This was the main idea of our project, to solve a problem, to do what engineers do, this
simple solution for a problem that doctors face.
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CHAPTER 4 :
Conclusions And Future Advances

The purpose of our project was to do solve a problem surgeons face during surgery which is
the stopping of the suction device because of the clotting inside of the device we found a
solution for this problem by changing the pumping system from a piston pump to a valve-
less peristaltic pump and connecting a heparin pump to the tip of the suction tube so by
those steps we insured no stopping because of the clotting.
We will try different types of silicone tubes to check the ones, which will provide the best
suction.
Also we will try different motors and choose the one that will provide the greatest force,
the radius of the circular shape of the tube makes a difference so we have to choose the best
one also.
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